How much money does a restaurant lose when fulfilling an UberEats order?

Chicken K adai $8.99
Food, staff, rent, ... y plat form. Their goal is to intermedi ate ever y transaction – this way, the middleman gets.

40%

The UberEats commission

Client pays in total:
Delivery fee
Service fee (15% of the order total) (than $10)
Small order fee (applicable to orders smaller than $10)
Tax

How much money does the online ordering system cost as real as they project it?

Real-life example: how much money does the online ordering system make when getting the same UberEats order?

Hidden Core of Food Delivery Portals

The UberEats commission

Why do restaurants sign up to deliver with UberEats?

Resources:

Free online ordering system

Is the online ordering system cost as real as they project it?

Advantage of using the CloudFood on-line ordering system

Become part of the on-line ordering revolution

Resources:
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